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Abstract 

Senpy is a framework to develop, evaluate and publish web services for 
sentiment and emotion analysis in text. The framework is aimed towards 
both developers and users. For developers, it is a means to evaluate their 
classifiers and easily publish them as web services. For users, it is a way 
to consume sentiment analysis from different providers through the same 
interface. This is achieved through a combination of an API aligned with 
the NLP Interchange Format (NIF) service specification, the use of semantic 
formats and a series of well established vocabularies. The framework is Open 
Source, and has been used extensively in several projects. As a result, several 
Senpy Open Source services are available for use and download. 
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1. Introduction 

Sentiment analysis is a field of research and application in full expansion, 
driven by the popularity of social media and the need to give meaning to the 
concept of collective opinions [1]. A large number of sentiment analysis tools 
and services have been developed in recent years. Unfortunately, the lack of 
standard tools and APIs makes development costly, and it makes it harder 
to use or evaluate several services. 



Senpy is an opinionated framework to publish sentiment and emotion 
analysis algorithms as web services. Its ultimate aim is to facilitate the 
growth of sentiment analysis by providing services that can be interchanged 
and easily evaluated. This will contribute to the quality and quantity of 
sentiment analysis services available to the research community. 

2. Problems and Background 

Senpy addresses three challenges of sentiment analysis services: model 
heterogeneity, interoperability of APIs and formats, and service evaluation. 

There is a wide range of models for sentiment and emotion. A senti
ment model may include several classes or levels (e.g. positive, negative, and 
neutral), and a polarity value within a given range (e.g., from -1 to +1). 
Emotion models are more complicated, and they are usually grouped into 
categorical models (e.g., Ekman's model uses 6 categories of emotion), and 
dimensional models (e.g., the VAD model represents emotions as vectors in 
a 3-dimensional space). Model heterogeneity may cause ambiguity and con
fusion, unless the model used is explicit and available to every user. For that 
reason, the Emotion Markup Language (EmotionML) [2] provides the means 
to link annotations to a model that can be defined and re-used. 

A second issue is that most analysis tools and services use ad-hoc APIs, 
representation formats (e.g., JSON and XML) and schemas. This is a burden 
for consumers, who need to study and adapt to each service. It also hinders 
research, as it makes it harder to compare different approaches and solutions. 

Lastly, evaluating services is crucial for two main reasons: 1) to compare 
different approaches in the state of the art; and 2) to estimate the perfor
mance of a given service in a specific domain (e.g., evaluating over a dataset 
of posts from a niche social network in the electronics domain). The lack 
of evaluation APIs or options to classify a dataset in bulk means that re
searchers need to learn to manually consume a service before they know it is 
appropriate for their use case. 

Earlier works propose a linked data approach to solve these aspects [3, 4], 
but the concepts and tooling behind ontologies and linked data publishing 
are unfamiliar to both the linguistic community and developers. Senpy aims 
to bridge this gap by presenting a tool that creates full-fledged services that 
benefit from the power of semantic technologies without requiring any prior 
knowledge of web or semantic technologies. 



3. Senpy Framework 

3.1. Architecture 

At a high level, Senpy consists of three main modules: 1) a core that 
provides the HTTP service layer to consume and evaluate services; 2) a 
module to develop plug-ins that provide specific features (e.g., a sentiment 
analysis algorithm),; and 3) a Web User Interface (Web UI) that can be used 
to consume and evaluate services in a user-friendly way, instead of directly 
interacting with the HTTP layer. 

A plugin may be defined in a python module or a YAML file. When the 
Senpy tool is launched, it detects all plugins and plugin code available to it 
(i.e., working directory and configurable folders), and launches the Web UI 
and the HTTP server. 

3.2. Functionalities 

The main features of Senpy are: 

• Development of sentiment and emotion classifiers that can be exposed 
as semantic multi-format HTTP services. 

• Sentiment and emotion analysis from different providers (i.e., a service 
that uses Vader or one that uses SenticNet [5]) using the same inter
face (including a NIF-based [6] API and vocabularies [7]). In this way, 
applications do not depend on the API offered for these services. The 
API and vocabularies follow the draft guidelines for developing seman
tic services by the The Linked Data Models for Emotion and Sentiment 
Analysis W3 Community Group 1. 

• Combination of services even if they use different models for sentiment 
(e.g., converting polarity levels from a "-1 to 1" interval to a "0 to 
10" interval) or emotion (e.g., Ekman or VAD). Within a server, users 
can create processing pipelines that combine several analyses within a 
single request. For instance, asking for sentiment and emotion analysis 
in the same request, or for two complementary sentiment analyses. 

• Evaluation of sentiment algorithms with well-known datasets. The in
cluded evaluation API allows users to compare specific combinations of 
services and datasets. 



• A Web User-Interface for users of any skill level to consume and evalu
ate services. The interface visualizes the results in a user-friendly way, 
including tabular and multi-format visualization. 

4. Implementat ion 

The framework is implemented with Python 3.5 using open source li
braries. It can be installed manually or from pip/PyPI . The HTTP layer is 
built on Flask, and its Web UI uses bootstrap and other Javascript libraries. 
RDFLib is used to convert to and from semantic formats (XML-RDF, JSON-
LD, and Turtle). Scikit-Learn provides machine learning primitives. 

A docker image is also provided, which contains all necessary depen
dencies and can be used as a standalone server or to develop new services. 
Moreover, the main repository contains the configuration necessary to deploy 
services to a Kubernetes cluster. 

5. Illustrative Examples 

Users may explore the main features of Senpy on the online demo2. It 
includes several Open Source services3 for sentiment and emotion analysis. 
The project's documentation4 contains a list of features as well as instructions 
for users and developers. It explains different ways in which these and services 
can be consumed, and how to evaluate their performance in a series of public 
datasets (Figure 1). It also covers how to develop new sentiment analysis 
services. 

6. Conclusions 

The framework presented in this paper has the potential to ease adoption, 
development, integration and evaluation of sentiment and emotion analysis 
services. 
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Select the plugin. 

sentiment-vader v 

Select the dataset. 

• vader • sts imdb_unsup 

pl05 semeval13 

imdb sst multidomain sentí mentí 40 semeval07 semeval14 pl04 

Dataset Accuracy Preclslon_macro Recall_macro F1_macro F1_welghted F1_mlcro F1 

vader 0.6907 0.3454 0.5 0.4085 0.5644 0.6907 0.4085 

sts 0.3107 0.1554 0.5 0.2371 0.1473 0 3107 0.2371 

Figure 1: Evaluating a service in two datasets through the Web UI. 
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122 Required Metada ta 

123 Current executable software version 

Nr. 
SI 
S2 

S3 
S4 

S5 

S6 
S7 

Software metadata description 
Current software version 
Permanent link to executables of 
this version 
Legal Software License 
Computing platform/Operating 
System 
Installation requirements & depen
dencies 
Link to user manual 
Support email for questions 

Please fill in this column 
1.0.1 
https://github.com/gsi-
upm/senpy/tree/1.0.1 
Apache License, Version 2.0 
Linux, OS X, Microsoft Windows, 
Unix-like 
Python 3.5+,NetworkX, NLTK, 
RDFLib, Scipy, Scikit-learn, Numpy 
https://senpy.readthedocs.io/ 
jf.sanchez@upm.es 

Table 1: Software metadata 

124 Current code version 

Nr. 
CI 
C2 

C3 
C4 
C5 

C6 

C7 

C8 

Code metadata description 
Current code version 
Permanent link to code/repository 
used of this code version 
Legal Code License 
Code versioning system used 
Software code languages, tools, and 
services used 
Compilation requirements, operat
ing environments & dependencies 
Link to developer documentation/-
manual 
Support email for questions 

Please fill in this column 
vl.0.1 
https://github.com/gsi-
upm/senpy/tree/1.0.1 
Apache License, Version 2.0 
git 
Python 

Python 3.5+, NetworkX, NLTK, 
RDFLib, Scipy, Scikit-learn, Numpy 
https://senpy.readthedocs.io/ 

jf.sanchez@upm.es 

Table 2: Code metadata 

https://github.com/gsiupm/senpy/tree/1.0.1
https://github.com/gsiupm/senpy/tree/1.0.1
https://senpy.readthedocs.io/
mailto:jf.sanchez@upm.es
https://github.com/gsiupm/senpy/tree/1.0.1
https://github.com/gsiupm/senpy/tree/1.0.1
https://senpy.readthedocs.io/
mailto:jf.sanchez@upm.es

